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Introduction
This paper tests the three diverse musical skills of aural, awareness and perception, based
on familiar music from the prescribed instrumental and vocal lists for 2015.
The essay questions test knowledge of the music through stylistic analysis and require the
ability to compare and contrast two musical features across two of the pieces. The final
section tests simple harmonic analysis of a passage of unfamiliar music, and a final chord
completion exercise from a given incipit.
In terms of assessment, the two listening questions (Q1 and Q2) have 16 marks each. The
two essays (Q3(a) or (b) at the candidate’s choice) are 10 and 18 marks respectively. The
harmony questions, together, have 20 marks (Q4 is out of 8, and Q5 out of 12, marks).
There is therefore a slight weighting on the essay questions.
In the listening questions examiners were looking for good aural skills applied to the music
of the extracts. This included a working knowledge of chords, keys and cadences, as well
as the use of common musical devices such as sequence, pedal, suspension etc. Stylistic
features were also tested, for example the melodic, rhythmic and harmonic conventions
in the music of the Baroque and Twentieth Century eras. Generally, there was a marked
improvement on these questions again this year, which was pleasing.
The essay questions are written without reference to the anthology. It was impressive
how much musical detail had been learnt by the more able candidates, including apposite
musical references to the score. Many of these were also written in lucid prose and at great
length. In the comparison question, the able candidates were able to highlight common
elements in the two works, as well as pointing out the essential differences. Conversely, less
able candidates only managed staccato bullet point responses with little factual information.
Here, skills in comparative writing were lacking or absent.
In the harmony questions there was a clear divide between those that had followed a course
in harmony and those that had not. Those who had followed a course in harmony wrote
stylistically and demonstrated a good harmonic repertoire, alongside effective and idiomatic
part writing for SATB voices.
On the whole, candidate performance has improved this year, particularly in relation to the
essays and responses to the listening questions. However, the harmony question (Q5), was
less successful this year.
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Question 1 (a)
This was a straightforward recall question, with aural stimulus. Many of the candidates
identified correctly the two recorders and one violin. Those that did not, placed the
instruments in reverse order. Some candidates also thought that the harpsichord was a
concertino instrument.

Examiner Comments

A full mark response for:
recorders (1)
violin (1)
Total = 2 marks

Question 1 (b)
Candidates did not always look for the obvious points relating to Baroque harmony.
Simple recognition of chords I and V would have secured 2 marks.
Many of the candidates managed to identify pedal points and root position chords, as well as
perfect cadences.

Examiner Comments

An excellent response, identifying
three of the salient features.
Max 2 marks
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Examiner Tip

Always look for the most obvious answer.

Question 1 (c)
If a question asks candidates to name a device precisely, then it usually requires two parts
in the answer for the 2 available marks. In this case it was an ascending (1) sequence (1).
There were many candidates who named only the device, as a sequence.

Examiner Comments

Where there are 2 marks for this device,
candidates must highlight two features, ie in
this case that it is a rising (1) sequence (1).

Examiner Tip

In short-answer questions, the mark
allocated for a question indicates
how many points need to be made.

Question 1 (d)
The desired answer, here, was the identification of a particular type of syncopation, ie
hemiola. However, the mark scheme also allowed syncopation because this is still an
acceptable response. It was pleasing that many of the candidates identified the hemiola
rhythm.

Question 1(e)
This question was looking for the circle/cycle of fifths progression, heard clearly in the
extract. One mark was allocated for the more general response of 'sequence’.
There was a mixed response to this question with roughly half of the candidates identifying
correctly the circle/cycle of fifths and the rest divided between incorrect answers and onemark responses for 'sequence’.
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Question 1 (f) (i)
This proved to be a demanding question. When candidates are asked to compare sections
of music, they should always respond about the section asked, in this case section B. Too
many candidate referred to section A. The stem of the question asked about the differences
to the concertino parts in B.

Examiner Comments

Credit was awarded as follows:
Violin plays continuous semiquavers (1)
Flute part is more active in A (1)

Examiner Tip

Always read the stem of the question carefully
in comparison questions. Here, the emphasis
is on what is different in Section B.

NB reverse of ‘flutes play less’ Total = 2 marks

Question 1 (f) (ii)
This was a 3-mark question that required three points concerning the tonality of the two
sections of music. There were seven points available in the mark scheme.
The obvious method to adopt would have been to have made one point about both sections
and then one other about either/or both sections. For example, 'both sections modulate to
the dominant’.

Examiner Comments

This is a good answer, highlighting three tonality
observations, one for Section A and two for B.
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Examiner Tip

Look closely at the skeleton score
for information about key changes.
The accidentals printed point to
modulations to C and D major.

Question 2 (b)
There were many points to be made about this melody at bar 1. The most obvious answers
were that it uses only four pitches, uses a narrow range and is unaccompanied. Syllabic on
its own was not accepted, but mostly syllabic was, because there are melismas on 'lamb'
and 'who’.
Many candidates performed well on this question.

Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

This candidate also highlighted the
‘centred on G’ tonal point.
Total = 2 marks

Always refer to the musical
elements in your answers. In
this case, the candidate thought
about texture and tonality.

Question 2 (c) (i)
There were many points in the mark scheme to cover this question. The question concerned
the relationship of bar 2 to bar 1. It is an inversion. The mark scheme allowed other valid
points such as the same rhythm, number of notes, range etc.
Most candidates were able to answer this question correctly.

Question 2 (c) (ii)
This question was looking for a word - either bitonal(ity) or polytonal(ity).
Too many candidates answered that it was modal.

Question 2 (d)
A simple question, again looking for a technical term - retrograde (or backwards).
Unfortunately, many candidates thought that it was retrograde inversion, which could not be
credited because this is factually incorrect.
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Question 2 (e)
A common similarity-and-difference question. The mark scheme was replete with options for
both.
This question was answered well, probably because only one of each was required.
The most common responses were:
• similarities: melody, chords, four parts, homophonic
• differences: rhythm (by far the most popular choice), augmentation, bass an octave
lower at end
It was pleasing that many candidates responded with 'rhythmic augmentation'.

Examiner Comments

This was a typical full mark response.
Melody - notes are the same = 1 mark
Rhythm - notes are augmented in bar 10 = 1 mark
Total = 2 marks
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Examiner Tip

Always look at the most obvious
features - again, referencing the
musical elements.

Question 2 (f)
This question asked for identification of musical textures. Candidates often achieved 2 out of
3 marks. Only the most able secured 3 marks.
The mark scheme allowed just the number of parts in the texture and/or the correct term ie
homophonic.
The first response was often identified incorrectly. It was just a single part (solo) or
monophonic texture.

Examiner Comments

This shows a very straightforward
response to the question.

Examiner Tip

Texture is about the number of
parts in a score as well as the type
of texture eg four-part homophony.
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Question 2 (g)
Another question about the harmony in the extract. Many of the candidates managed one
creditworthy point out of two. Only the more able managed two points.
The most common responses were: modal, 'joy/sorrow' chord, 7ths, 9ths, suspensions,
functional.
In this question, the harmonic characteristics of the Tavener were tested.

Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

A good response covering three points suspensions (1)
modal(1)
7th (1)

Always learn the characteristics
of the set piece in terms of the
musical elements.

Max = 2 marks

Question 2 (h)
A question relating the music to the text - in this case, how the music reflects the innocence
and simplicity of the words.
Many candidates achieved at least 1 mark out of 2 for this question.
Basic observations included limited melodic material that was repeated, soft dynamics (a
favourite answer), use of children's voices (trebles) and freedom of metre.

Examiner Comments

A good response with credit for:
mostly quaver note values (1)
(‘simple quaver rhythms’) all based on main theme (1)
(‘limited melodic material’) repetitive (1)
Three creditworthy points
Max = 2 marks
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Examiner Tip

Again, think about the melody,
dynamics, tempo, texture etc.
All of these elements featured
in the mark scheme.

Question 3 (a)
The Mozart question fared well, with many candidates being able to secure ten creditworthy
points.
The Poulenc/Shostakovich comparison also generated a rich plethora of musical detail and
quotations from the score. There was much to say about each work in terms of the melody
and structure, which helped candidates.
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Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded as follows:
3 (a) (i) Mozart
fortepiano (1) appoggiatura (1) + location bar 14 (1)
Sonata form (1) diatonic (1)
broken chords (1) + location bar 3 (1)
melody-dominated homophony (1)
functional (1) periodic phrasing (1)
Alberti bass (1) + location (1)
circle of 5ths (1) + location (1)
perfect cadence (1) + location (1)
feminine cadence (1)
Total = 17 points
Total = max 10 marks (including max 3 for location)
3 (a) (ii) Poulenc/Shostakovich
low notes (1) two octaves (1) + location (1)
symphony no 5 (1)
conjunct (1) cadenza (1) + location (1)
chromatic (1) fugue (1) DSCH (1) + location (1)
chromatic (1) monophony (1) + location (1)
parallelism (1) homophony (1)
melody-dominated homophony (1)
Total = 17 marks
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Question 3 (b)
These questions were much less popular and saw the greatest range of marks.
Tupelo Honey by Van Morrison, the 1970s fusion pop song question fared well, with much
to say about its stylistic features. The comparison question of Monteverdi and The Kinks in
terms of melody and harmony, produced a wide range of marks and was generally less well
done.
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Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded as follows:
3 (b) (i) Van Morrison
verse chorus (1) (‘Bb major key’, not enough - needs ‘throughout’) (0)
organ (1) (‘rhythmic freedom’ not enough for credit) (0)
improvised (1) flute solo (1) electric guitar solo (1)
(‘flute ostinato’ - do not accept, must refer to ‘harmony’) (0)
pentatonic (1) folk (1) steady quavers (1)
(accept as ‘straight’) I III IV I (1) mainly syllabic (1)
occasional melismas (1) no modulations (1)
Total 12
Max =10 marks
3 (b) (ii) Monteverdi and The Kinks
Waterloo sunset
5-note hook (1) descending (1)
sequence (1) pentatonic (1)
syllabic (1)melody changes (1)
C# (1) perfect cadence (1)
(no location credit) mostly diatonic (1) pedals (1)
Ohime
mostly syllabic (1) (accept - credit) mostly conjunct (1)
repeated (notes) (1) falling third (1)
declamatory = speech rhythms (1)
Tierce de Picardie (1) + location (1)
False relations (1) pedals (1)
Total = 19
Max = 18 marks
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Question 4 (a)
The Purcellian chords were straightforward to analyse this year. Many of the candidates
secured 4 marks. Candidates lost marks with chords 3 and 4, where they omitted to include
the inversions, ie IVb and Ib.

Examiner Comments

A typical 4-mark response

Question 4 (b)
Many candidates identified bar 11 correctly, with beat 1 as the correct location for chord II7b

Question 4 (c)
The device was a melodic sequence. However, candidates also observed that it was a
melisma, as well, so both answers were credited.

Question 4 (d)
There was plenty of information in the skeleton score to point clearly to the key of g minor.
Many candidates, however, thought that it was G major.
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Question 5
The harmony question this year was testing but within the requirements of the specification.
There were many possible ways to complete the extract, including, amongst others, a/an:
• phrygian cadence in g minor
• plagal cadence in g minor
• perfect cadence in B flat major
• interrupted cadence in B flat major
However, there were many errors including wrong chords, incomplete chords, consecutive
fifths and octaves, low tenor and bass notes, poor part writing, augmented intervals
(especially Eb-F#) and so on.
It was clear that some candidates had not been taught any harmony at all.
Very few candidates achieved full marks on this question.

Examiner Comments

In many ways this is a ‘text-book’ answer, featuring straightforward chords
in g minor- I/Ib/IV/IVb/V with two bass passing notes, for full marks.
Well-written for the lower three voice parts.
Keep it simple and try to use formulaic progressions, such as in this
example. Always ensure that you check your work for consecutives.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.
• Listen to the prescribed works many times in order to internalise the music as a whole
• Become familiar with the structure, form and style of the each of the works studied
• Learn the key stylistic traits of each of the pieces as well as common musical devices
such as sequence, cycle of fifths, suspension, inversion, pedal and so on
• Develop essay-writing skills
• Develop knowledge of key facts in each of the set works
• Learn locations of key musical features as examples to highlight points made in essays,
either by bar reference or to the relevant section of the music
• Study different extracts of music (apart from only the set works) to practice harmonic
analysis of chords as well as melodic and harmonic devices
• Harmony work will improve with regular exercises and should be developmental in
approach ie from writing formulaic cadential progressions to full five-chord completion
exercises
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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